
A Movement for a World 
without Nuclear Weapons

According to Global Zero, there are 17,000 nuclear 
weapons on Earth today. And to maintain these 
weapons of mass destruction, it will cost $1  
trillion per decade globally. 

Global Zero’s mission is to stop the spread of 
nuclear weapons, secure all nuclear materials and 
eliminate all nuclear weapons: “global zero.”

Global Zero has quickly gained visibility and respect as one of the most  
effective social movements in history.  With the creativity, enthusiasm and  
optimism of a small team of dedicated 20-somethings, Global Zero has built 
international momentum for its step-by-step plan to eliminate all nuclear  
weapons by 2030. The nonprofit has secured the support of more than 300 
political leaders, military commanders and national security experts and nearly 
half a million people worldwide.

http://www.globalzero.org/

facebook.com/globalzero

@globalzero

Global Zero

Challenge 
Addressing International Challenges
In order to meet the goal of a world without  
nuclear weapons, Global Zero recognized it  
needed to use the most effective communication 
tools available. With nearly 500,000 voices behind 

the movement for Zero, the global organization 
wanted to build on that momentum and continue 
to grow its multinational base of support to keep 
pressure on world leaders.



Solution 
The ability to segment and track multiple supporters, languages  
and countries

Global Zero had been using Salsa’s platform  
for four years when the need for increasing  
international communication made the  
organization decide to consider other solutions 
that were on the market.

Global Zero’s plan is backed by leaders around 
the world, and with the re-election of President 
Obama, this is the year the movement will push 
forward to put an end to nuclear weapons. But 
they cannot do it without strong, passionate and 
sustained supporters. 

Global Zero utilizes Salsa’s communications,  
advocacy and supporter management tools to  
organize, educate and build the support of  
citizens around the world to push global leaders 
to take the steps necessary to make the world a 
safer place. 

Salsa’s email and reporting tools enable Global 
Zero to reach out, build targeted lists and track 
the performance of their campaigns. The  
advocacy functionality engages supporters in  
online advocacy and legislative issues. Citizens 
who chose to support a world without nuclear 
weapons only need to sign a simple petition that 
has been translated into multiple languages. 

“One of our biggest needs was the ability 
to handle international communications,” 
said Holly Davis, student program  
director, Global Zero. “We needed a global 
solution that could organize international 
addresses as well as manage the unique 
characters found in different languages 
we use. We found different options  
available, but none that we felt  
were better than Salsa.”

Salsa’s international capabilities were put to use 
during Global Zero’s Cut Nukes campaign. During 
the campaign, Global Zero was able to  
customize the way it managed data. With the  
support of Salsa’s Organize tool, the nonprofit  
accurately tracked multiple supporters and  
international addresses across several countries. 

“The Cut Nukes campaign was a great example 
of how Salsa’s team works with their clients to 
fully utilize their platform,” said Lauren Zingarelli, 
campaign strategist, Global Zero. “Our petition 
was a stand alone microsite where supporters 
would select their country and five separate types 
of data. After reviewing the comparisons within 



each country, supporters had the option to sign 
our petition. By tracking the different data as well 
as different countries, we were able to grow our 
supporter base in those areas we featured.”

Targeting younger and more tech-savvy  
supporters, Global Zero wanted its next campaign, 
Europe United for Zero, to be more engaging 
and visually interesting. As the nonprofit worked 
through their ideas with many of its members 
including European college students, they came 
up with a “wall of names.” 

Cornershop Creative, an online services company 
based in Michigan, developed an innovative and 
visually engaging microsite and worked together 
with Salsa to support the Europe United for Zero 
campaign. As Global Zero’s supporters signed on 
to the petition, their names were added to the  
visual artwork and were displayed scrolling 
across an image on the thank you page. 
Behind the scenes, Salsa created an English, 

French and German version of the Europe United 
for Zero petition so Global Zero could segment 
their lists and track which petition  
each supporter signed.

“Because our target audience is younger and 
more technology-savvy, we wanted to build a site 
that was responsive and could work well on  
mobile devices,” said Ben Byrne, founder and chief 
creative officer, Cornershop Creative. “We pushed 
the limit here and I think we created a site that 
was visually appealing and engaged Global Zero’s 
supporters to take action.” 
The mobility of the Europe United for Zero  

campaign worked well with Global Zero’s social 
media strategy. Creating a petition that was built 
to work on any handheld device and could be 
viewed and signed within the Facebook  
application put this cause in thousands of hands 
that would not have otherwise seen it. And Salsa’s 
tools for social media success enabled Global 
Zero to easily add social sharing features to email 
and other content, giving them the ability to drive  
support and track results. 

We are really fortunate to have a strong international base and that’s re-
flected in our Salsa supporter management - our action rates, our open 
rates, all of those are really strong numbers when we compare them with 
other benchmarks.

- Lauren Zingarelli, Campaign Strategist, Global Zero



salsalabs.com 866-796-8345 facebook.com/salsalabs @salsalabs 

Results 
A win that drives momentum making “global zero” an  
international focus

The Europe United for Zero campaign was  
connected with Global Zero’s efforts at the  
European Parliament to get the majority of  
members of Parliament to pass Written  
Declaration 26 in support of the Global Zero  
Action Plan for the elimination of nuclear weapons. 

 “The Europe United for Zero campaign was more 
qualitative in nature with the aim of creating a 
visual banner consisting of signatures all around 
Europe to be displayed at a Global Zero event at 
the European Parliament,” said Marion Dossner, 
European campaign manager, Global Zero. 

Global Zero’s goal was to give European citizens 
the opportunity to show members of the  
Parliament their support for the adoption of  
the declaration.

“We took multiple steps to create visibility,” said 
Davis. “We had Global Zero student leaders and 
staff on the ground talking to members of Parlia-
ment, we used Salsa to distribute and track emails 
to our supporters in each country and we created 
an amazing banner that showcased the support we 
have for a world without nuclear weapons.”

More than 9,000 supporters signed Global Zero’s 
petition. A printed version of the digital word art 
banner was made and displayed at the European 
Parliament during the Global Zero event. 

Global Zero’s goal was achieved in January when 
the majority of members of the Parliament signed 
Written Declaration 26, which states that the  
European Parliament officially supports the Global 
Zero Action Plan for the phased and verified 
elimination of all nuclear weapons, and calls for 
further cuts in the massive U.S.-Russian Cold War 
arsenals and the initiation of the first-in-history 
international treaty talks to reduce nuclear  
arms worldwide.

With the success of the Europe United for Zero 
campaign, Global Zero can build on the momentum 
continuing building a global base of support. As a 
lead-up to the anniversary of President Obama’s 
speech in Prague where he spoke of the  
elimination of nuclear weapons, Global Zero 
launched a new website and campaign to drive 
supporters to sign a petition asking President 
Obama to stand by his commitment to Global Zero. 

Salsa helps nonprofits and political campaigns ignite action and fuel change 
around the world by growing and engaging a base of support online. Salsa  
provides more than technology; it offers strategic best practices, training,  
highly rated support and a strong online community, so its clients can focus 
their energy on their mission. 


